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Shortlisted for the 2021 Porchlight Business Book Awards, Current Events & Public AffairsThe

Wall Street Journal technology columnist reveals the fascinating story behind the misleadingly

simple phrase shoppers take for granted—“Arriving Today”—in this eye-opening investigation

into the new rules of online commerce, transportation, and supply chain management.We are

at a tipping point in retail history. While consumers are profiting from the convenience of instant

gratification, rapidly advancing technologies are transforming the way goods are transported

and displacing workers in ways never before seen.In Arriving Today, Christopher Mims goes

deep, far, and wide to uncover how a single product, from creation to delivery, weaves its way

from a factory on the other side of the world to our doorstep. He analyzes the evolving

technologies and management strategies necessary to keep the product moving to fulfill

consumers’ demand for “arriving today” gratification. Mims reveals a world where the only thing

moving faster than goods in an Ebook Tops warehouse is the rate at which an entire industry is

being gutted and rebuilt by innovation and mass shifts in human labor practices. He goes

behind the scenes to uncover the paradoxes in this shift—into the world’s busiest port, the

cabin of an 18-wheeler, and Ebook Tops’s automated warehouses—to explore how the

promise of “arriving today” is fulfilled through a balletic dance between humans and

machines. The scope of such large-scale innovation and expended energy is equal parts

inspiring, enlightening, and horrifying. As he offers a glimpse of our future, Mims asks us to

consider the system’s vulnerability and its resilience, and who shoulders the burden, as we

hurtle toward a fully automated system—and what it will mean when we are there.

"Readers will be hooked by Mims's ability to turn what could've been a dry supply-chain

explainer into a legitimate page-turner." --Publishers Weekly (starred review) --This text refers

to the audioCD edition.About the AuthorCHRISTOPHER MIMS is a technology columnist at

The Wall Street Journal, which he joined in 2014. Previously, he was a science and technology

correspondent and editor for Quartz;. He has been an editor at Scientific American, Technology

Review, Smithsonian, and Grist. --This text refers to the audioCD edition.
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PublisherPrologueIf I’ve done my job, the book you’re holding is a skeleton key. It should help

you unlock insights into the past, present, and future of automation and work. It should provide

a window into the lives of the people who are most affected by the rapidly changing ways we

buy, sell, and transport the billions of dollars’ worth of stuff we consume every day. And it

should tell you something about your own life—why everyone remains so busy despite the

conveniences and instant gratification we have created for ourselves.These might seem like

unusual topics for a book that traces the path of an everyday object from the factory in which it

was created, in Southeast Asia, to the front door of a home in the United States. But it turns

out that something as seemingly mundane as next-day delivery could not happen without

many of the most transformative technologies developed in the past one hundred years.

Explaining how tapping a button on your phone yields pretty much any consumer good you

could want, at your doorstep, within twenty-four hours also necessitates explaining how all the

innovations that make it possible—and the people who use them—come together in a

planetary-scale clockwork mechanism whose behavior is impossible to understand without

building it up from its smallest constituent parts.The landscape of technologies and systems

we’ll traverse ranges from the sublime—the solution of impossible mathematical problems, the

nanotechnology of microchips—to the mundane—the perfection of highways, shipping

containers, the architecture of large ships, management of ports, and the speedup of all

manual and mental labor.Along the way, you’ll become convinced, I hope, of this astonishing

fact: You live inside a factory. We all do. And you are also a worker inside that factory. As are

we all. When any one of us orders something online and has it delivered to our door, we are

making ourselves the end point of a conveyance system pioneered by, among others, Henry

Ford. Just as he optimized the flow of parts and automobiles through his factories, we have all

optimized the flow of goods, both necessary and aspirational, into our homes and lives.In the

twenty-first century, how things get to us matters as much as how they’re made. With the

manufacturing of even a single object spread across ever more intermediary stages, factories,

and countries, in many ways the supply chain and the factory floor are now indistinguishable.

Adding you, the consumer, to the equation and molding your behavior to make it more

compatible with this system, through algorithms and marketing tricks, is trivial compared to all

the effort that comes before you click the Buy button.By dumb luck, I managed to put myself at

the start of the journey of an item, in a factory in Vietnam, at the very moment the global

Covid-19 pandemic was just getting started in China. The pandemic stretched the supply chain



described in this book to its very limit and beyond. Trends that might have taken a decade were

compressed into a span of a few months. Virtually overnight, we were all checking our phones

daily, looking for that little notification: Arriving Today. So, to add yet another thread to this book,

you also get to see the accelerated transformation of the world’s supply chains from the inside,

as it happened, and as I witnessed it firsthand.Where before the odd item here or there might

have been delivered to our doors, with the onset of lockdowns, suddenly it was almost

everything. From toilet paper to sweatpants, webcams to groceries, whatever we could order

without going outside, we did. Simultaneously, millions of people who lost their jobs switched

careers and became part of the supply chains of the next-day delivery upon which the rest of

us relied. This book is the story of both sides of that equation. It explores the lives of people

who make supply chains possible and of those who designed them in the first place. As such,

it’s also an exposition of the underlying drivers of America’s growing inequality in wealth,

income, and rights in the workplace.For those of you who have enjoyed my weekly column on

technology in the Wall Street Journal, there is also in the pages that follow a surplus of

technology, described with an attention to detail that will thrill some and have others skipping

ahead. (Please do: This is a long book, and it’s my hope that some of its sections will be worth

the price of entry for those of you with narrower interests than the entire saga it chronicles.)You

will learn what technology your cell phone has in common with spacecraft, cruise missiles, and

the navigation systems of Polynesian explorers. You’ll also find a (hopefully) accessible

explanation of the “thinking” process of the AI (artificial intelligence) that drives an autonomous

vehicle. You’ll learn why automated warehouses are like microchips that process stuff instead

of bits, and how the two were designed with the same principles in mind.You will be introduced

to “Bezosism,” that braiding together of management practices, AI, workplace surveillance,

robots, and hard automation that is the engine of Ebook Tops’s success, and possibly the

future of all low-skilled labor. You will come to understand how its antecedent, “Taylorism,”

disappeared from our history books because it became the water in which we swim—the

dominant ideology of the modern world and the root of all attempts at increasing productivity,

both at work and at home.You will meet a cast of sympathetic and not-so-sympathetic

characters, from a long-haul truck driver who cannot escape his way of life no matter how good

he is at his job to the architects of the systems that keep workers like him from bettering their

lot. You’ll meet associates in Ebook Tops warehouses who can help answer the question, If

Ebook Tops is such a tough place to work, how has it managed to expand its ranks to more

than a million full-time employees? You’ll cross the Pacific with a ship’s mate, take a death-

defying leap from a pilot boat onto the slippery ladder hanging from the side of a container ship

as big as a skyscraper, and glimpse the world’s largest robot.You will travel through time, from

the often obscure roots of the systems that make our modern logistics networks possible,

through a sprawling and chaotic present, and into a future in which you’ll meet self-driving

trucks, autonomous delivery bots, and the “intelligent” robotic arm that may someday be looked

on as the progenitor of the age of ubiquitous robot laborers we’ve long been promised.By the

time you finish this book, I hope that you will never again be able to take a package from your

front step without feeling a tiny shiver at the gobsmacking effort and complexity behind its

delivery to your home.There is no longer any such thing as a mundane journey for goods, only

everyday miracles we fail to appreciate because their inner workings are hidden from view.

Understanding logistics, a field too long ignored by otherwise well-informed readers, and how it

has become perhaps the most sophisticated field of human endeavor, I hope you can begin, as

I have, to comprehend how our modern world works, and how it might continue to

evolve.Chapter 1The Gathering StormOn an equatorially sunny day in southern Vietnam, our



banana-yellow speedboat carves a broad white wake into the Saigon River. Five of us—one

pilot, one sailor, two port executives, and me, ever the hapless, bespectacled journalist—shout

at one another over the roar of the engine and the wind. We race a lazy current carrying lilies

and the occasional glob of trash, tracing the river’s sinuous curves, headed for its terminus in

the South China Sea.Jan Bandstra, a vigorous, middle-aged Dutchman who speaks “six or

seven” languages and has managed ports in as many countries, observes that this must have

been the same view American GIs had as they patrolled in PT boats, exchanging machine-gun

fire with Vietcong hidden in the dense jungle that still lines both shores.Soon after leaving the

dock, we encounter barges with broad, V-shaped prows transporting shipping containers

between small inland ports and their larger cousin abutting the ocean. We slalom between

them, something nimble and out of place in this expanse of large things moving implacably.The

Leviathan that is the global economy has many hearts, each one a complex of ports, rail hubs,

and highways pushing almost everything we consume across oceans and continents. We are

in the antechamber of one of them. I am here for an audience with giants—cranes as big as

buildings, ships as big as skyscrapers, conurbations of stacked shipping containers like cities

unto themselves.Meanwhile, a storm is brewing.The day before, on January 20, 2020, the first

case of coronavirus was confirmed in the United States. Three days after that, Wuhan,

population 11 million, the capital of Hubei Province and the most important city in central

China, will be locked down completely as the Chinese government races to enact the most

draconian quarantine in history, including a complete prohibition of movement of anything but

critical goods and persons. Eventually, it will expand to include all of Hubei Province and other

areas, encompassing more than 60 million people.Despite China’s warnings, not to mention

decades of research by public health specialists and intelligence analysts all over the world, by

March 2020 the failure to prepare for the coming pandemic on the part of nearly all

governments outside of East Asia will cause global infection rates to skyrocket—in some

countries, again and again. An explosion of illness in Italy and a near collapse of its health

system, anecdotes about even the young and healthy being cut down in the prime of their lives,

the knowledge that there may be no cure in time to save anyone, lead to another sort of

pandemic, one of fear.Gripped by a universal anxiety of a sort unknown since the capitulation

of France and the specter of a fully Nazified United States of Europe, citizens will be told that

they will have to stay home, that anyone is a potential vector, that they should prepare to

“shelter in place” as if what is coming is not an invisible microbe but a hurricane, or the fallout

from a nuclear blast.And, oh, add the authorities, almost as an afterthought: you should

probably have enough groceries to last for at least a couple of weeks.Confronted by the stark

reality of their powerlessness to do anything else and primed by a lifetime of consumerism into

thinking the answer to the existential dread at the core of their being is to buy more stuff,

Americans, along with everyone else on Earth with the means to do so, will go shopping.They

will buy things that make sense, like pasta, and things that do not, like adult onesies. Millions

will read and for the first time take the advice of preppers, a subculture of survivalists whose

well-stocked underground bunkers, remote “bug-out” cabins, and belief in the imminent

collapse of civilization bring their paranoia into vogue every time it seems the thin veneer of

civilization will crack open to reveal the Hobbesian reality coursing just beneath its

surface.There will be a run on beans and eggs and milk. Hand sanitizer and disinfectant wipes

will become so valuable that black markets for them arise overnight, penetrating the national

consciousness as pandemic profiteers gouge the quavering masses on Ebook Tops, only to be

shut down by a strongly worded edict from its jacked and newly divorced CEO, Jeff Bezos.

Later, there will be runs on other items, like desks and web cameras and laptops, as members



of the professional-managerial class are forced to work from home while their children, whose

heretofore overstuffed lives mean they cannot possibly be left to their own devices, learn from

teachers on the other side of Google Classroom conferences and Zoom calls.As the first week

of quarantine gives way to the second and third, diapers, tampons, flour, bread yeast, and any

number of other items people either need or think they do will run out. In mid-March, Ebook

Tops will announce it will stop accepting all “nonessential” items from third-party sellers in its

warehouses and focus solely on acquiring and distributing the items most essential to everyday

life, like food and personal-health products. Within a year, the company will have increased its

frontline workforce by half, pushing it past the million-employee mark.Ebook Tops’s vaunted

promise to consumers, made only the summer before, that something like 10 million different

items would be at their doorstep within one day will break down completely. The moment when

an email or push alert from the company cheerfully announcing an order is “Arriving Today”

begins to slip further into the future. Delivery dates for Prime-eligible items push out to a week,

then a month, then snap back to as few as two days for items deemed essential, as the

colossal supply chains of the world’s biggest e-commerce company stretch, convulse, and are

re-formed by drastic and emergency measures.Then things get worse.The same supply chains

that could not provide everyday consumer goods will prove equally incapable of delivering

enough medical supplies to protect the frontline health-care workers who are now tasked with

attending to a tidal wave of Covid-19 patients, their numbers eclipsing all efforts to test, trace,

and lock down what is by now a pandemic beyond all means of conventional public health

response. Some patients, it will later be revealed, are shedding virus at a rate far higher than

those infected with comparable pathogens, their every breath a fountain of aerosolized

infectious agents. Every one of them is both a biohazard in need of complete isolation, and all

the tools and material that requires, and a human being in a state of wide-eyed, animal panic

who might need sedation, intubation, and life-saving care.In the country that invented the N95

mask, the only way to get them will be from shady third parties who bid their price to the

highest possible level, in a system set up by a president who spends months downplaying the

potential impact of the virus and then leaves all fifty states to battle one another for critical

supplies.In what will be compared, over and over again, with previous wartime mobilizations,

American automobile manufacturers who once built 4-million-square-foot factories to churn out

bombers to level the cities of the Axis powers remember their old reflexes. Partnering with

health-care companies, Ford and GM will shift their factories to the construction of ventilators.

Meanwhile, shoe manufacturers will pivot to making masks. Then everyone will pivot to making

masks, first in America’s factories and then in their own homes, from patterns downloaded from

the internet and YouTube videos and tutorials in the editorial pages of the country’s most read

newspapers.Still, it will not be enough to stop the virus.As nonessential businesses remain

shuttered and those that remain open begin limiting how many people can enter at any one

time, long lines will form outside America’s big-box meccas, turning trips to the grocery store

into masked, socially distanced processions in which everyone eyes one another solemnly,

knowing that nothing will ever be quite the same again.Hospitals will run out of supplies. First

to go are disposable zip-up biohazard suits, then masks. Then they will run out of ventilators,

then the sedatives that keep those lucky enough to be on ventilators from panicking as tubes

are inserted in their throats to keep them from perishing from a lack of oxygen, as their lungs

struggle against the antibody-filled broth that fills them so completely that on X-rays they take

on the characteristic translucence of ground glass.The governor of the state of New York will

go on TV every day to talk about the virus. The president of the United States will appoint his

son-in-law to a shadow team intended to manage the government’s response, sideline his own



Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, and utter falsehoods that must immediately be

corrected in official releases, as the chief of his scientific and medical response team shakes

his head in the background of one of his national addresses. In states like Florida, peaks of

infection will rise to heights not seen even in New York.Food banks and state unemployment

systems will experience record demand. The economic fallout will quickly appear to be even

worse than the direct effects of the pandemic itself.People will die, by the tens of thousands,

and eventually by the hundreds of thousands, for lack of some critical item or another, be it the

reagent to conduct a test for coronavirus, an item of personal protective equipment to stop the

chain of infection three interpersonal leaps ago, or just a bed in which to convalesce.* * *When

the coronavirus hammered the global economy, it hit supply chains hardest of all. For the first

time since the oil crisis of the 1970s, the world experienced a “supply shock”—a shortage of

goods, rather than a dearth of demand for them. Supply shocks cannot be fixed with rate cuts

by central banks or floods of capital into the economy, as with other crashes. Supply shocks

are what happens when there aren’t goods to be had at any price.Those long, invisible supply

chains snaking from our front doorsteps across the country, across oceans, all the way to

factories 12,000 or more miles away, the ones many in the West had taken for granted almost

since the day they were built, suddenly became terribly, viscerally apparent.Almost overnight,

people in the United States woke up to the fact that “made in China” didn’t mean just cheap

trinkets or nice-to-have luxury electronics. It also applied to things with life-and-death

consequences, like N95 medical masks and the chemicals required to manufacture antibiotics

and other drugs. It meant materials required for 17,600 different products made by Procter &

Gamble, everything from detergent and razors to cold medicine and shampoo. It was artificial

sweeteners for Diet Coke, it was the iPhone and iPad.Even before the dust cleared and the

economic carnage could be tallied—a process that will not be finished even years after this

book is published—it became clear that three in four U.S. firms would have their supply chains

disrupted in some way.No one knew all of this was coming, least of all me, on January 21,

2020, the day I stepped onto a boat with Mr. Bandstra. While the node in the supply chains of

Asia I was about to tour had already been growing in importance and was fast becoming

something like the next China—a hub of low-cost manufacturing rapidly transforming into a hot

spot of high-tech expertise—what I couldn’t have predicted was that the black swan of the

coronavirus was about to make everything I would see that day, and in the days following, so

much more important.Just as the Saigon River on which we traveled had shifted its course

across the Mekong Delta countless times before, eradicating one shoreline as it built up

another, its path dictated by forces beyond human scale, the supply chains that had until the

global pandemic of 2020 seemed adequate were about to whipsaw into new configurations, a

flood of goods reshaping them to fresh and urgent needs.The day I stepped from our yellow

speedboat onto the concrete pier of Cai Mep International Terminal, part of one of the largest

container ports in Southeast Asia, shipping containers in its yard contained a not insignificant

portion of the goods that people, businesses, and hospitals across the globe would be panic-

buying in the months ahead. There were containers full of surgical masks and other personal

protective equipment (PPE), and containers full of items no one had anticipated anyone would

panic-buy, like Samsung refrigerators and freezers. There were also containers full of the

miscellany of personal electronics required to work from home, like external monitors, power

supplies, USB chargers, wireless headphones, and dongles for connecting one sort of cable to

another.It was all there, waiting on the docks, about to become part of history. And I had no

idea. I thought I was there to write about an obscure but, to me, important topic: how things get

from the factory, mostly in Asia, to the front doors of the homes and offices in the biggest



consumer economies in the world, and specifically my own country, the United States.But why

go to Southeast Asia and not China, which is still, by volume, the number one producer of

countless goods? Long before the coronavirus pandemic swept the globe, suppliers to Apple,

Nike, and dozens of other multinationals had set up factories in Vietnam that are copies of their

factories in China. Their reasoning, as one shipper confided to me, was simple: if tariffs or a

shooting war suddenly made it impossible to get goods out of China, these companies need to

be able to shift their manufacturing within days. The alternative, losing their ability to make

goods at all for the months or years it would take to set up new manufacturing complexes in

other countries, was a risk they felt they could not take.Southeast Asia, and Vietnam in

particular, is therefore a place that represents the future of manufacturing, as well as a much

bigger portion of its present than most people realize. Many goods you have in your home and

workplace are manufactured there already, from kitchen appliances and clothing to

smartphones and AirPods. The shocks to the supply chain that were to come would only

accelerate this dispersion of manufacturing capacity across the globe, wresting from mainland

China its monopoly on the creation of countless objects.This is not to say that the world’s

multinationals, and Vietnam itself, were ready. In the immediate aftermath of the black dawn of

the coronavirus, manufacturers tested the hypothesis that factories outside China could protect

them from shocks to global supply chains, and in many cases found it wanting. What so many

companies couldn’t get around, no matter where their factories were located, was that the

parts and materials that are fed into today’s factories still so often come from China.

Manufacturing in the twenty-first century isn’t material in, finished products out, as it was in the

days of Bethlehem Steel and Henry Ford. Today’s manufacturing is waypoints on much longer

supply chains, a string of factories transforming raw materials into parts and subassemblies

before final assembly in some other facility.Perhaps the most famous example of the sprawling

nature of modern manufacturing and supply chains is the fact that cod caught off Scotland are

transported to China to be filleted, then transported back to Scotland for sale in grocery stores.

But a 20,000-mile journey for Scottish cod is but a puddle jump compared to the cumulative

supply chain miles racked up by the average smartphone, which may include lithium from

Australia transformed into batteries in Korea, microchips fabricated in Taiwan from silicon

grown in Japan out of quartz harvested in Appalachia, shatterproof glass manufactured in

Kentucky from sand mined in Minnesota, lasers manufactured in Texas, and as many other

sources, and individual supply chains, for the more than 300 components in such a

device.Every time we glance at our phones, we hold in our hands something containing more

stories than could be explored in a lifetime. And a surprising number of them involve this part of

the world, this still-obscure-to-outsiders corner of Southeast Asia.Chapter 2The BoxThere was

another reason to begin this journey in Vietnam, an unexpected historical connection between

globalization and this country. The Vietnam War was possibly the most well-orchestrated and

skillfully managed bad idea in history. It killed up to 2 million Vietnamese and more than 58,000

Americans. It was also, in a strange way, the crucible in which critical technologies that have

enabled our modern world, and especially modern trade, were forged.All the online shopping

we take for granted, all the globalization that seemed like a good idea at the time, much of the

populism it bred—none of it would have been the same without that tragic war and the

stunningly beautiful, rapidly growing, intoxicatingly vibrant place that is modern Vietnam.Here’s

the connection: in its demand for materiel to supply what would eventually be a half million U.S.

troops, the Vietnam War led to military contracts that subsidized and accelerated the

development and adoption of the modern shipping container.From cheap goods at Walmart

and the gutting of America’s middle class to the rise of globalization and the elevation from



poverty of more than 2 billion humans in the developing world in the past twenty years alone,

so many threads of modernity run through the shipping container, and therefore Vietnam.

Phenomena this gigantic have as many causes as we care to name, of course. But one of

them, a big one in fact, is the demands of a conflict that was by some measures more

rapacious in its consumption of gear and bombs than all of World War II.As Marc Levinson

recounts in The Box, his obsessively detailed history of the shipping container, “It took a major

war, the United States’ painful campaign in Vietnam, to prove the merit of this revolutionary

approach to moving freight.” Until that war, containerized shipping as we know it today, with all

its interdependencies of ships, cranes, docks, trucks, railroad cars, and countless other bits of

equipment, all built to accommodate standardized shipping containers, was proving nearly

impossible to jump-start. Everything was a chicken-and-egg problem—huge investments in

onshore cranes couldn’t be justified without equally enormous investments in the proper ships.

And it was compounded by a collective-action problem—the commercial interests of a variety

of companies all wanting their size and type of shipping container to become the standard.As

is so often the case, investment by a government, able to generate sufficient demand all on its

own, was required. Very quickly, the quagmire of “break-bulk shipping” for the war, in which gear

—451 tons of it for every infantry battalion—had to be manually loaded and unloaded from

ships, was resolved by shipping containers and shipping-container-accommodating ships, all

provided by Sea-Land, the company founded by containerized shipping pioneer Malcolm

McLean.Once the internet arrived, containerized shipping combined with the PC, internet, and

mobile revolutions to give us e-commerce and the most transformative company on the planet

today, Ebook Tops. (If Jeff Bezos makes good on his promise to build the rockets that will make

orbiting space colonies possible, a generation or ten from now someone will add yet another

improbability to this chain of events.)Ebook Tops in turn has fundamentally changed how we

buy pretty much everything online and, in ways that aren’t always apparent, in stores. The

arrival of coronavirus accelerated its dominance and the importance of e-commerce in general,

as waves of store closures and the collapse of debt-burdened retail chains, both before

coronavirus and after, has evidenced.Just as important, Ebook Tops has perfected the kind of

systems that now dictate what happens during the majority of the waking hours of most blue-

collar Americans. And these same systems are beginning to take over the world of white-collar

work as well.Ebook Tops has accomplished all this by updating old systems of management,

automation, and regimentation of work. Under the leadership of Bezos and his deputies, they

have become shiny, new, surveillance-powered systems of management, automation, and

regimentation of work. More productive than ever, these systems turn their constituent parts,

including the humans without which they could not function, into what can only be described as

cyborgs.But we are getting ahead of ourselves.* * *It’s the dry season in Vietnam, which means

it’s hot but it’s not raining. Still, there is water everywhere, the kind that could give you typhus if

you drink it. All this water is the reason Vietnam has always been so productive agriculturally.

While it sometimes gets in the way, it’s also one reason the country is now booming

economically. From 1993 to 2016, the proportion of Vietnamese who lived in poverty dropped

from 51 percent to 10 percent.Contemporary Vietnam is like Japan in the 1960s, or China’s

“special economic zone” of Shenzhen, now the world’s preeminent electronics manufacturing

hub, in the late ’90s. Cheap labor is being employed by foreign companies, many of them

Chinese, Korean, or Japanese, to do the manufacturing that has become too expensive within

the borders of their own countries. As rising wages in the United States inspired companies to

outsource to the original cohort of “Asian tigers,” so too have the economic booms of those

countries raised standards of living and led workers to demand higher wages. That’s pushed



manufacturing down to the next and most geographically proximate countries on the economic

ladder, including India, Thailand, the Philippines, and Vietnam.All the stuff required to make

finished goods has to get into Vietnam’s factories somehow, and those products must also be

delivered to the rest of the world in an orderly fashion. Almost anywhere else in the world, that

would mean a network of highways and train tracks. Vietnam has a population of 90 million,

squeezed into an area the size of New Mexico. Its borders enclose a long, narrow tendril of

mountains and coastline more than a thousand miles from top to bottom, or nearly the distance

from San Diego to Portland. Yet, considering its size, Vietnam has barely any of the usual

ground-based infrastructure required to move things about, like trucks or trains.Instead,

Vietnam has barges, hundreds of them. From the Mekong Delta they carry coffee, flowers,

coconuts, durians, dragon fruits, cashews, rice, pork, and many other agricultural products. In

the hands of the country’s remarkably capable street food vendors, home cooks, and chefs,

this natural bounty has made the country an internationally famous destination for

foodies.From Vietnam’s factories, barges carry things like Hyundai cars, Nike and Adidas

sneakers, clothing bearing the labels of Patagonia, the North Face, Gap, Uniqlo, and H&M, as

well as the majority of Samsung smartphones sold worldwide, which—surprise!—aren’t made

in either Samsung’s home country of Korea or in what we usually think of as the electronics-

manufacturing capital of the world, the Pearl River Delta area of China. Google also shifted

manufacture of its phones to Vietnam; Apple suppliers have shifted production of AirPods to

the country, and they may eventually make the iPhone there, too.Many of those barges

converge southeast of Saigon at the Port of Cai Mep, on the dredged ship channel in the Thi

Vai River. Each barge carries between ten and eighty-two shipping containers, almost all of

them forty feet long. In Cai Mep, containers are hoisted by quayside cranes, transferred to a

container yard, then moved to the far more massive vessels that will carry those goods to the

rest of the world.Vietnam’s major industrial areas are northeast of Saigon, in and around an

area called Bien Hoa. A handful of these factories manufacture a great many of a particular

item of which you probably own a dozen or two: the USB charger.Maybe you’ve never

wondered what’s inside one of these, or why it doesn’t resemble a conventional plug, like the

one at the end of any other appliance. Were you to crack one open, you might be surprised to

find that in its densely packed innards are the guts of what looks like a tiny computer—

capacitors, resistors, diodes, all soldered onto green PCBs (printed circuit boards) crisscrossed

with electrical interconnects. And on one side of one of those tiny boards, you would find an

integrated circuit—that is, a microchip—no bigger than a lower-case o.The miniature,

multilayered tangle of electronics inside a USB charger is necessary to deliver to our gadgets a

smooth, predictable stream of five volts of direct current. The complexity inside one of these

humble “wall warts” can transform the wide variety of household currents to be found across

the globe, which vary by frequency, voltage, and consistency, into exactly what our device

needs in order to charge quickly and safely, no matter where we live or travel.A country with

the capacity to manufacture the constituent parts of a USB charger and then assemble them

into a finished product is already well on its way to manufacturing much more complex

electronics. In other eras, the bellwether of a country’s advanced manufacturing capabilities

was its ability to make mechanical looms or interchangeable metal parts or transistor radios.

Today, it’s microchips and the things they control, however simple they may be.This utterly

mundane, deceptively simple object is the one whose path we’ll trace from the factory to your

front door. Odds are that at some point in your life you’ve ordered one of these, or a gadget

that came with one, and received it the next day. But its journey was in fact at least 14,000

miles and two months long.In one of hundreds of factories in Vietnam owned by contract



manufacturers like Hon Hai Precision Industry Co., better known in the United States as

Foxconn, manufacturer of the iPhone, USB chargers pour off the ends of assembly lines. Then

they’re paired with other gadgets, or individually packaged, and combined in bigger, corrugated

cardboard boxes. At the factory loading dock, these boxes are loaded into the outermost shell

of this Russian doll of packaging, the one object most responsible for the state of today’s world:

the forty-foot shipping container.The modern shipping container, the same kind you’ve no

doubt seen riding piggyback on a purpose-built trailer towed by a semitruck as it rolls down any

highway in America, can hold more than 59,000 pounds of cargo. Add in the weight of the steel

box itself, another 8,000 pounds, and its total mass is equal to that of some World War II–era

Sherman tanks. If it ends up on the bottom of a stack of other shipping containers, it can

support 211 tons of additional weight, the equivalent of twenty-seven fully grown male African

elephants. On a ship, eight fully loaded containers can be stacked on top of it and even in

heavy seas it won’t buckle. In the biggest ships, twelve or more of its brethren can be stacked

on top of it, as long as some are empty.The corrugated walls of a shipping container are only

0.075 inches thick. That’s less than the thickness of three credit cards. If you walk on top of a

shipping container, its flimsy roof will flex under your weight. As with the modern automobile, its

tubular steel frame is what makes it strong; its walls are there just to keep things in and the

weather out.A typical shipping container is 40 feet long, 8 feet wide, and 8.5 feet tall. Its interior

volume is nearly 2,400 cubic feet. It’s basically a 400-square-foot studio apartment stretched

out so as to fit on a ship, truck, or railcar.Lashed to other shipping containers with locks at each

of its eight corners, and further buttressed with crisscrossing steel rods against the vertical and

lateral acceleration inevitable on an oceangoing vessel, it stays firmly anchored to the ship it’s

on in even the worst storms. It’s watertight. Its 1![-inch-thick marine plywood floor is infused with

chemicals like chromium and arsenic to keep pests away, and its painted walls are similarly

infused with toxins. (This is one reason shipping container architecture, far from being some

kind of Earth-friendly “recycling,” is in many cases an absurd vanity: stripping away all that

nasty stuff takes more time, money, and energy than building a comparable structure

anew.)Shipping containers are what are known as “intermodal” transports, which means they

can be carried by two or more means of transport. Intermodality and containerization are quite

old. It’s a bit obscure at what point the plain old box became an intermodal “container,” but as

early as the late eighteenth century, wooden boxes of coal were being transported by barge in

England, then transferred to horse-drawn wagons.The shipping container holding our box of

boxes, containing our small army of USB chargers, rides on a chassis pulled by a semitruck.

This first short leg of its journey is called drayage, and it’s one of the most obscure areas of

trucking, despite its importance. The hours and wages of drayage drivers can fluctuate wildly

and are at the whims of ports, shippers, and the shifting winds of global macroeconomics.From

a factory in Bien Hoa, our shipping container travels by truck to one of two inland freshwater

ports, either Binh Duong or Dong Nai. These ports are large for their kind but small compared

with the sort that accommodate the giant container ships that cross oceans. Dong Nai alone

handled 673,000 twenty-foot-container-equivalent units in 2018, enough to fill one giant

oceangoing 10,000-unit container ship every five and a half days.At Dong Nai, a small port

crane resembling a long-necked dinosaur expands the spreader at the end of its steel cable,

grabs our container, lifts it from the truck, and transfers it onto a barge.Most of the shipping

containers flowing out of ports in Vietnam hold goods for export. In their teeming masses, they

contain the enormous efflux of finished goods from the country, which has become, like so

many of its neighbors, one of the world’s preeminent workshops. What America’s Rust Belt

once was, that swath of productive enterprise stretching from Baltimore to the Great Lakes,



places like Vietnam have become—only for the whole world.Seven or so hours later, the barge

arrives at the Port of Cai Mep. Here, a ship-to-shore crane as tall as a thirteen-story building,

designed to load and unload massive oceangoing vessels, makes short work of the relatively

puny barge. It transfers containers onto the backs of yard trucks, which take each box into the

port’s container yard.While many of the world’s largest and busiest ports use a great deal of

automation, Cai Mep functions in the same way that most ports have for decades. Human-

driven cranes, trucks, and—inside the port proper—yet more cranes are used to consume,

stack, and sort containers.This sequence of events, starting with the ingestion of a shipping

container into a port from a barge, truck, or train, happens more than 400 million times a year

worldwide. That’s more than a million times a day, or about 13 times a second. A train long

enough to carry a day’s worth of the world’s shipping containers, stacked two high on each

railcar, would stretch more than halfway around Earth’s equator.Nearly 800 million units of

container shipping were moved through the world’s ports in 2019, according to the World Bank.

Confusingly, the unit by which the entire industry measures containerized shipping is the

twenty-foot-container equivalent, so every forty-foot container, which is the vast majority of

them, counts twice.The container yards of modern ports are like giant stacks of multicolored

children’s blocks divided into neat piles, each with a purpose. Carried aloft by a rubber-tired

gantry crane, or RTG, our container will be stacked on top of and then rest below others and

moved multiple times during its brief stay in the port, as software algorithms dictate the most

efficient way to order containers so they will be available when their next destination, a big

oceangoing vessel, comes to call.Tall and spindly, RTGs have four legs, each ending in two or

four tires apiece, which allow them to move in only two directions—backward and forward.

Spanning from one leg of the crane to the other, across their tops, a frame supports the

spreader that can move back and forth to grab a container. Sequestered in the legs of the

crane are their diesel and electric power supplies. RTGs look like bridges on wheels, strangely

insubstantial compared to the shipping containers they lift.The RTGs at Cai Mep have the

proportions of a pizza box laid on its side. Each is only about as deep as a single container is

long, but they are more than sixty feet wide and almost as tall. They are big enough to

construct long blocks of containers seven across and five high. In combination with yard trucks

and a few other bits of miscellaneous kit, this is how containers are moved about on the

otherwise featureless, perfectly flat concrete plain of the port.Containers typically only stay in

the yard at Cai Mep for three to five days. Yet at every decent-size port, these yards are so

large they seem like small cities, with boulevards and alleyways hemmed in by four-story

buildings made of containers.At Cai Mep, containers of a dozen different shades, each

denoting the shipping company to which they belong, are stacked in long blocks.Some

containers are battleship gray and have a seven-point star on a field of blue next to the word

MAERSK. These belong to the world’s biggest shipping company, which owns APM Terminals,

which is a part owner of CMIT, the operator, under a fifty-year lease from the Vietnamese

government, of one of the container terminals at the Port of Cai Mep.Other, dark blue

containers, say APL and have a red eagle on them. In a chain of ownership typical of the ever-

more-consolidated shipping industry, APL once stood for American President Lines, founded in

1848 as the Pacific Mail Steamship Company. It’s now owned by a Singapore-based company

that in 2016 became a subsidiary of CMA CGM, a French shipping conglomerate based in

Marseille, formed in 1996 when CMA bought CGM, after the latter was privatized.Maintaining a

fleet of container ships is now so expensive, requiring volumes of capital alien to all but the

largest and most complicated forms of human enterprise, that in order to survive, ocean-freight

companies have steadily died off or consumed one another. It’s a long process of auto-



cannibalization that has left the world with just eleven major shipping companies. Even these

companies are in some way a fiction, because sitting atop them are just three so-called ocean

alliances that allow firms to share ships and containers in order to balance out the variable

demand for vessels, and battle one another for market share.The biggest of those alliances,

known as 2M, is the partnership of Maersk and the Swiss-Italian conglomerate MSC. Together,

these two giants control just over a quarter of the world’s shipping volume. Just behind this

alliance is the combination of CMA, CGM, COSCO, OOCL, and Evergreen, which accounts for

another quarter of the world’s shipping container volume.To understand the scale of global

container shipping—we’re not even counting the giant ships that transport oil, iron, grain, and

the like—envision the total volume of the more than 5.6 million shipping containers that the

world’s two biggest shipping alliances can collectively transport.If you’re having trouble, picture

every block of Manhattan from 14th Street north to 34th, where the Empire State Building

stands now, and from 1st Avenue on the East Side, just a block away from the East River, all

the way to 11th Avenue on the West Side, where Hudson Yards begins and the entrance to the

Lincoln Tunnel gapes. Now picture every one of those blocks filled with Empire State Building–

size towers of shipping containers—205 in all. This steel monolith would contain more than half

a billion square feet of floor space, enough to give a million New Yorkers their own studio

apartments.Now recall that we are only counting containers representing the capacity of half of

the container ships in the world. To represent the capacity of all the world’s 5,000 or so

container ships, our collection of Empire State Buildings made of shipping containers would

have to stretch more than two miles, from 14th Street to 54th Street—Union Square to the

Museum of Modern Art. It would take nearly three hours to circle this mass of shipping

container skyscrapers on foot.And we’re not done yet. A careful reader will notice that we are

describing how many containers fit on the world’s fleet of ships purpose-built for moving them.

The total number of shipping containers in use in the world is greater than 17 million, most of

which are of the forty-foot variety. This number includes the huge number of containers on

shore, most of which are waiting in port or being transported to and fro on trucks and trains.

Converted into buildings, this container fleet represents 2,000 additional Empire State

Buildings’ worth of containers. Our hypothetical city of containerized skyscrapers would now

stretch an additional 200 blocks, to 254th Street.In 2018, the world’s container ships moved the

equivalent of 152 million twenty-foot containers, according to the United Nations Review of

Maritime Transport, which means about four and a half moves for every one of those

containers.Four and a half times a year, a volume of shipping containers equivalent to a grid of

1,200-foot-tall skyscrapers 10 blocks wide and 240 blocks long crosses the world’s oceans.The

container terminals at Cai Mep handle but a small fraction of that global volume, but a huge

quantity for a country the size of Vietnam—3.7 million units in 2019, or the equivalent of 1.85

million forty-foot shipping containers. In 2015, Cai Mep was operating at about a third of its

capacity; by 2019, it was at capacity; and by the end of 2020, with many parts of Asia having

contained the coronavirus and exports to the rest of the world booming, it was beyond its rated

capacity.A scant five days after our USB charger was boxed up and packed into a shipping

container, that container is plucked by an RTG, laid gently onto the bed of a yard truck, and

driven the length of a city block to the underside of a ship-to-shore (STS) crane. Then the

driver of the STS crane, peering between his knees, through the plexiglass floor of his cabin,

lowers the crane’s spreader, locks it onto the four corner posts of our container, and in a matter

of seconds lifts it ten stories into the air, while simultaneously swinging it over the deck of the

world’s largest moving object.Chapter 3Ships and Other CyborgsIt’s often been said that

America runs on trucks, and that if you want to give thanks for the food on your table, the fuel



in your automobile, the clothes on your back, and the book or device you’re holding, you should

thank a trucker. This assertion isn’t wrong, but it is myopic. Most of the time, before those

goods were loaded onto a truck, they were transported by other means.At some point in their

journey, 90 percent of the world’s goods travel by ship. And while things like coal, oil, bauxite,

cement, and grain—so-called bulk cargo—accounted for approximately 80 percent of the 11

billion metric tons of goods transported by ship in 2019, the remaining 20 percent was carried

inside shipping containers, according to the United Nations Conference on Trade and

Development.Those are difficult numbers to envision. But if, for example, some cosmic

practical joker replaced the entire human population of China with adult male African

elephants, their total mass would be approximately equal to that of all the material transported

by ship in a single year.Since containers are generally used to transport finished goods, if we

look at the monetary value of what’s transported in shipping containers every year, these

figures are reversed. The “mere” 2 billion tons of goods shipped in containers in 2019, which

represent the equivalent of 76 million standard forty-foot shipping containers, constitute 70

percent of the value of all goods transported by ship that year. That’s about $4 trillion worth of

goods transported by shipping container every year.If you look around the room you’re in now,

it’s almost certain that all or nearly all of what you can see came by ship.Most every shipping

container in which those things were transported is more or less identical. They are pretty

much all constructed from the same materials, with precisely the same dimensions, as dictated

by a passel of international standards. The complete interchangeability of all of the world’s tens

of millions of containers—which collectively flow through the world’s ports just shy of 400

million times a year—is the primary reason they’re so valuable to the global economy.If the

basis of the internet is a packet of data, the shipping container is its equivalent in the physical

world, the discrete unit upon which depends nearly all global exchange of manufactured

goods.One week after I toured Cai Mep in Vietnam, the OOCL Brussels—a 1,200-foot-long

ship capable of carrying 6,600 forty-foot-long shipping containers, built by Samsung Heavy

Industries in one of the largest shipyards on Earth, in Gyeongsangnam-do, South Korea—

stopped at the port.A ship like the Brussels is in many ways the standard large transoceanic

container ship, and exactly the sort to transport the container holding our USB charger.Among

the world’s largest vessels when it was christened in 2013, the Brussels is now merely above

average, with only about half the cargo capacity of the world’s largest container ship. That

vessel, the Hyundai Merchant Marine Algeciras, is a behemoth as long as the Empire State

Building is tall, with a deck so big that four professional soccer games could be played on it at

once. Ships comparable in size to the Algeciras are too big to squeeze through the Panama

Canal, and only the largest ports can accommodate them.For the foreseeable future, ships like

the Brussels, so-called Neopanamax vessels, will remain the workhorses of international fleets.

At 164 feet wide and 1,200 feet long, it’s the biggest a thing can be and still squeeze through

the locks of the Panama Canal, which were expanded between 2007 and 2016.On board the

Brussels on the day it arrived at Cai Mep, ready to take on thousands of containers of

electronics, clothing, PPE, toys, tools, and just about everything else we associate with the

“Made in China” label, but which increasingly means “Made Near China,” was Third Mate Jeff

Tsang. After racking up more than seven years of time at sea, broken up by time ashore to

attend maritime university, Jeff, as he likes to be called, was on his final tour on a container

ship.Jeff has black hair, a disarmingly boyish face, and nearly half a million subscribers on

YouTube, where he posts videos about life at sea. He was supposed to be on board the

Brussels, which circumnavigates Earth every seventy-seven days, for just six months. Thanks

to the global pandemic, he would stay on the ship for nearly a year.Under normal



circumstances, containerized shipping companies exchange 150,000 sailors every month,

pulling as many off ships as they put on, for a total movement of 300,000 people. But when

Covid-19 struck, the companies invoked the legal principle of force majeure—extraordinary

circumstances—to keep officers, captains, and crew on board their ships until ports allowed

sailors to disembark again and cross-border travel on international flights could be worked

out.Then, for the most part, the shipping companies failed to work it out. By the close of 2020,

400,000 sailors, or about one in every four men (and a small number of women) then on a

container ship, were trapped at sea beyond the end of their contract.For some, it was a matter

of being kept on for a month or two. But for an unknown number, it meant contracts had

doubled in length. And for a minority, it meant not being able to leave their ship for well over a

year, a stay far beyond the eleven-month maximum allowed by international law.It was a crisis

so profound, so widespread, and so potentially devastating for crews already worked beyond

the point of exhaustion that the International Maritime Organization (IMO), in language

calculated to alarm, declared that shipping companies’ systematic and ongoing failure to

repatriate crewmembers and bring on fresh sailors bordered on “forced labor.”Translating that

from the careful, consensus euphemisms adopted by members of the United Nations, what the

IMO was almost but not quite saying was that one in four of the world’s sailors on container

ships was now caught in a modern-day form of slavery.To be fair, the eleven shipping giants

that, after decades of consolidation and bankruptcies, now control nearly all global oceangoing

shipping, were at least trying to fix the situation, says Christiaan De Beukelaer, a researcher at

the University of Melbourne who studies the plight of sailors. Regulations that precluded sailors

from leaving their ships, established early in the pandemic by many countries, weren’t, after all,

the fault of the companies whose ships were calling on the world’s ports.But in late 2020 and

early 2021, as it became clear that crew changes were possible, if expensive, the shipping

giants’ failure to take responsibility for their own sailors began to look more like cost cutting

than unforeseeable circumstances and a lack of action by governments, says De Beukelaer.“I

would encourage each and every one of you to think of how you would feel if you had to work

every day for twelve hours, with no weekends, without seeing your loved ones, and trapped at

sea,” said Captain Hedi Marzougui, a Tunisian-born U.S. citizen, at a United Nations event.“Not

knowing when or if we would be returning home put severe mental strain on my crew and

myself,” he continued. “We felt like second-class citizens with no input or control over our

lives.”At the same event, IMO secretary general Kitack Lim said that on more than 60,000

cargo ships, which throughout the pandemic continued to deliver essential goods, food, and

medicine, “overly fatigued and mentally exhausted seafarers are being asked to continue to

operate ships . . . [and] safety is hanging in the balance, just as seafarers’ lives are being made

impossible.”The 1.5 million sailors who are on the world’s container ship fleet at any given time

had, it seemed, been declared essential workers. So essential that many would not be allowed

to stop working at all. Given that the global exchange of goods would grind to a halt without the

efforts of workers who constitute just 0.02 percent of the world’s population, it was perhaps the

second time in history that so much was owed by so many to so few.* * *Jeff, one of the

400,000 sailors caught up in what came to be known as the “crew change crisis,” was, in his

own way, one of the lucky ones. By dint of life stage, disposition, and a talent for enduring the

hardships of modern seamanship, the near doubling of the span of time he would spend on the

Brussels didn’t really bother him.“When I signed on, I said I wanted to stay on eleven months,

and they thought I was crazy, because the standard contract is only six months,” he says. In

February, after Covid-19 began its malignant spread in China, he got his wish. Some of the

crew on his ship ultimately stayed on fourteen months.Another way Jeff was lucky was that his



employer, Hong Kong–based OOCL, which stands for Orient Overseas Container Line, has

some of the most favorable working conditions for crewmembers, or at least officers, of any of

the major shipping companies. And yet a third way he was lucky was that his home, Hong

Kong, happens to be one of the stops the OOCL Brussels makes on its regular two-and-a-half-

month-long circumnavigation of Earth. This is rare, especially for crew on container ships,

many of whom tend to be from the Philippines or Ukraine. Because Jeff didn’t have to cross

any international borders after leaving the ship, it was much easier for him to get home when

the opportunity arose.The mental and physical challenges of modern seamanship have more

in common with the privations of prison or long-duration spaceflight than anything Herman

Melville would have recognized as the life of a sailor. The terror of watching a storm sweep

over the horizon and threaten every person on board with destruction has been replaced by

boredom, routine, and loneliness, but also the exhaustion that comes from interrupted sleep

schedules and the kind of high-stakes tedium that characterizes many twenty-first century

professions. One wrong move can be career ending for a modern sailor, leading to millions of

dollars in damage or lost revenue for their employer.Jeff’s personality, which comes through in

his YouTube videos, might be described as monastic, even ascetic. While long stretches away

from home affect his fellow crewmen, as someone without a partner or a child, Jeff hardly ever

gets homesick, he says. Nor, as an introvert whose passion is making videos, including

beautiful, meditative, multiday time-lapses filmed on the ships on which he works, does the

lack of shipboard camaraderie bother him much.Most sailors on modern container ships keep

to themselves, retreating to their cabins to sleep, watch videos, or play video games when

they’re not on duty, says Jeff. Recreation facilities on even the largest and most modern ships

are usually limited to a small gym and common area, which probably includes a disused couch

or two and a karaoke machine. While shared meals still take place in a galley, alcohol has been

banned on all large ships for decades.It’s been a week since our USB charger was loaded onto

a truck at the factory, transferred onto a barge, and taken downriver to Cai Mep, where it was

sorted into a stack of containers in the port’s vast yard. Tomorrow is the day it will be loaded

onto Jeff’s ship and will leave the country. The day after, on January 30, the World Health

Organization will declare a global health emergency.On this morning, Jeff awakened, as he

always does, at around 7:30. He slept soundly, since the Brussels has an unusual amenity: the

tower that includes the ship’s accommodations and bridge is separated from the ship’s

engines. Typically, sailors must learn to ignore the shuddering of those engines in order to get

any rest at all.By 7:45, Jeff is on the bridge. At 8:00, his watch begins. As one of three officers

on the ship, he is on watch for eight hours a day, broken into two four-hour sessions, eight

hours apart. This is so an officer is on the bridge and alert at all times. Their job is to navigate,

watch for hazards, and monitor the ship itself.Jeff never eats breakfast. He drinks his sole cup

of black coffee at the start of his watch, never before, so as to make the most efficient use of

his time.The bridge of the Brussels sits near the front of the vessel, about a third of the way

from the bow to its stern. Even though the bridge is more than a hundred feet in the air, the

main thing Jeff can see from it is the tops of shipping containers, row after row of them,

stacked up to seven high on deck, and with many more belowdecks. These multicolored

rectangles obscure the bow of the ship, but beyond them, he can see the sea, the horizon, and

the gigantic dome of sky familiar to those brave, foolish, or desperate enough to make their

living as mariners.The Brussels feels more like a building than a ship, says Jeff. Other than

calls to port, almost every day on board is the same. Even the parts that at first seem

spectacular, like watching the clouds reflect the sun’s amber light as the day breaks, quickly

become routine. “After a while, you get used to sunsets and sunrise,” he says. “When you see it



every day for ten months, it’s pretty mundane.”When the sea is clear of other vessels, even on

radar, which it is for the majority of the distance the ship travels around the world, across the

trackless expanse of Earth’s two mightiest oceans, Jeff does something unusual.While many

officers on watch stand at the windows of the bridge, staring into the distance, letting their

minds go blank, Jeff paces. Back and forth across the hundred-foot-wide expanse of the bridge

he walks, his Apple Watch counting his steps. He gets in six miles on every shift.On the bridge,

there is typically only one other person, the helmsman. While Jeff’s morning watch is always

the same—8:00 a.m. to noon—the helmsmen rotate shifts, so all of them eventually get to

witness his unusual ritual.While he paces, Jeff uses a speaker or earbuds to listen to

audiobooks on self-improvement. The last one he finished was How to Win Friends and

Influence People, which he enjoyed, even though he found it a bit simplistic. At noon, his watch

complete, he hands control of the vessel to the officer with the noon to 4:00 p.m. watch, eats

lunch, and takes a one-and-a-half- to two-hour nap. Like everyone else on board, his sleep is

fragmented throughout the unceasing twenty-four-hour cycle of the ship, and frequently

interrupted.Early the next morning, on the day the Brussels puts in to Cai Mep, and hours

before his morning watch would normally begin, Jeff rouses himself to help with the docking

process. As third mate, he is liable to have one of two jobs in addition to keeping watch, either

looking after the safety of the ship and its crew or managing its cargo. The latter, which is

mostly office work, is Jeff’s job on this voyage. A week ago, he filled out the ship’s “port

papers,” the Word documents and Excel files that declare who is on board, the ship’s gross

weight tonnage—its mass, including cargo—and its “flag state,” which is the country whose

laws the ship has agreed to obey and to which it pays taxes and fees. Since ship owners and

operators may flag to any country they choose, a system accurately described as “flags of

convenience,” carriers favor Panama, which is to oceangoing vessels what the state of

Delaware is to corporations in the United States—a low-tax, low-fee, lax regulator chosen by

default.Other than the overtime that occurs when his ship is entering or leaving port, or while

it’s at the quayside, Jeff maintains his usual watch, from 8:00 a.m. to noon and again from 8:00

p.m. to midnight. Much of what a sailor used to do when a ship is in port is taken care of by

various administrative workers on shore, known as the ship’s agents. They handle all matters

of what cargo is to be put on and taken off, where, as well as myriad other mundane tasks, like

procuring the ship’s stores of food, fuel, and other supplies.One of the most important tasks

ships’ officers used to be responsible for, creating a plan for the cargo to be stowed so that its

weight is balanced across the length and breadth of the ship, is now taken care of by

software.Modern cargo ships are so large, and the forces experienced by the containers on

board therefore potentially so extreme, that for reasons of both safety and efficiency, some

carriers now use sophisticated software to run physical simulations of the behavior of shipping

containers on board every vessel at every stop. This software even takes into consideration the

weather a ship is predicted to encounter along each leg of its journey. This is important

because, as a ship pitches and rolls in a storm, even a very large one that barely budges in

twenty feet of swell, its movement subjects the apartment block–size stacks of containers on its

deck to g-forces that effectively double the mass of those steel boxes. (This pitching can also

do a great deal of damage to the contents of those boxes if they’re not packed properly, in a

way that fills the entire container.)The goal of the cargo plan and the software that creates it is

to get as much cargo loaded onto a ship as quickly as possible, with a minimum of shifting—

that is, moving containers from one place to another rather than onto or off the ship. In the old

days of break-bulk shipping, before containers, when pretty much anything might be stowed in

the hold of a ship, vessels would spend weeks in port. The many unionized longshoremen who



loaded and unloaded ships constituted a powerful political and economic force, especially in

the United States, where in 1934 they went on strike for eighty-three days. Labor unrest aside,

the inherent unpredictability of the time it might take a ship to be loaded or unloaded meant

that goods shipped overseas had to be ordered many months in advance. The speed and

predictability of containerized shipping, which started slowly in 1956 and by 1980 represented

90 percent of the transport of finished goods, is largely what made globalization possible.Even

though the OOCL Brussels, quayside at Cai Mep, is disgorging and taking on tens of

thousands of tons of cargo, spread across thousands of shipping containers, it may stay in port

as little as twenty-four hours. This is often not enough time for its crew to disembark. And at

many ports, even those who are free to do so may opt to go to a shop and comfort station in

the port itself, where prices for food and other items may be much higher than what they would

pay in a nearby city. In an age in which more and more shipping goes through megaports that

require vast swaths of land, a trip to a nearby city is often an expensive and long cab ride

away.Less than two days after the ship put in at Cai Mep, Jeff is working overtime again. It’s

afternoon, and all the containers have been lifted onto the ship, one at a time, by massive ship-

to-shore cranes. Each container is bound to the one immediately below and above it by four

twistlocks, which are small, spring-loaded contraptions, not much bigger than two fists put

together, made from heavy, strong steel and capable of keeping a container secured to the

deck or another container even in heavy weather.Jeff’s superior, the chief mate, has handed

him the cargo plan. The shipping container holding our hypothetical USB charger has come

aboard in much the same way as every other container on every other container ship. Despite

being as big as a small apartment, if we zoom out to the scale of the whole planet and all its

shipping, our container might as well be a single particle in the vast flow of goods across the

widest and most open spaces of Earth.Because modern container ships are so big and carry

so much cargo above deck—as much as a third of it on some ships—the containers that are

visible on a ship must have additional lashings to keep them secure. These lashings, which are

attached by crew after the containers are in place, consist of long steel bars as thick as a

forearm, and on a ship ready to sail, they stretch across many boxes, cross-bracing the ends of

containers.Cargo plan in hand, one of Jeff’s jobs is checking that all these lashings are present

and secure. Each is tightened with huge, purpose-made crowbars with two-tine forks at the

end, which fit into the places where one steel bar screws onto the threads of another.Jeff must

also check that every bay and row of containers, all down the ship’s 1,200-foot length, exactly

matches the cargo plan. Then he has to check that all of the refrigerated containers on the

ship, known as reefers, are both plugged in and powered up. Such containers can maintain a

range of temperatures, from cool enough to keep bananas green to cold enough to keep meat

frozen.Reefers now represent 7 percent of all the containers shipped, and their ranks are

growing at a steady 5 to 7 percent a year. What was once the sole domain of companies like

Chiquita, famous for its fleet of white-painted ships that carried only bananas, is now available

to a much wider array of shippers.An hour before the ship is to leave port, the officer who will

take the next watch is roused, as is the captain. The engine room is notified that they should

prepare the massive two-stroke engine of the ship to deliver full power.Deep in the bowels of

the ship, in a chamber the dimensions of a midsize medieval church, the walls and ceiling

covered in a tangle of pipes as big as sewer mains, one of the world’s largest reciprocating

engines is brought to life. Diesel engines this size are designed for power but not speed.

Modern shipping, in its quest to control costs and emissions, is built around the concept of

“slow steaming,” where large ships travel at speeds significantly lower than their maximum.By

traveling at eighteen knots (or about twenty-one miles an hour), a container ship crossing the



Pacific adds a week to its journey but saves 59 percent on fuel costs—and fuel is the single

biggest expense of any trip.First adopted in the late 2000s when fuel prices spiked, slow

steaming has since become the norm across the entire industry. In an industry where time at

port is minimized, and the entire reason for containerized shipping is to move things more

quickly and efficiently, slow steaming is a paradox. From a shipper’s perspective, the savings

on fuel matter little, since containerized shipping is already one of the least expensive links in

the entire supply chain. For example, it costs about two dollars to ship a TV from China to the

United States, port to port.For shipping companies, which are constantly beset by an

oversupply of available ships and capacity, fuel savings matter quite a lot, of course. But

another part of the explanation for the paradox of why in a world when everything is speeding

up, ships have slowed down is a theme that will become apparent in many other links in the

supply chain: in the transportation of goods, predictability matters as much, or even more, than

speed.While every company in every link of this chain is of course focused on doing its job as

quickly as possible, when there is an unavoidable trade-off between doing things quickly and

doing them in a way that broader systems of people, machines, and software can be sure they

can anticipate and count on, it’s predictability that wins out. When billions of items must travel

to the homes of hundreds of millions of consumers, the sheer scale of the enterprises involved

is what dictates this tight linkage between predictability and efficiency.As a result, an engine

like the OOCL Brussels’s twelve-cylinder behemoth, which is fifty-six feet tall—nearly the

height of a six-story building—is designed for efficiency and reliability above all else.That’s not

to say it isn’t powerful. At a leisurely 77 rpm, it produces 74,000 horsepower. It’s connected

directly to the ship’s propeller, and the entire power train is designed to spend almost its entire

working life running at a single speed optimized both for fuel consumption and wear and tear

on the engine.
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Bill Johnston, “For Shame! Buy This Book From Amazon!. This book is billed as a supply chain

story: how does a battery charger, made in Viet Nam, reach the front door of a home in

Connecticut? Beyond this imagined journey, it is by turns a detailed explication of various

advances in AI and automation, a history of the container revolution, an awestruck recitation of

the scale of the world’s logistics network, and a history of scientific management, aka

Taylorism, Fordism, and Bezosism. It is also a vehicle for Mims’ enthusiasm for numerical

analogies, his sympathy for the plight of long-haul truckers, his outrage over Amazon’s

treatment of its warehouse workers, his admiration for labor unions, and his speculation about

the next big things in robot delivery, driverless trucks, and automated warehouses. Quite a

package.Despite the scope, the occasionally tedious repetitions, and the periodic run-on, riff-

on writing style, it’s a great read with a cogent message: we are well on our way to a global,

fully-automated goods-distribution network that will make traditional retailing largely

superfluous.”

K. Newcomer, “Wing to Wing View of Shipping. I thought the book was well organized and a

fascinating read. The author did a great job taking you into Vietnam and other points along the

chain. A good view of the container trip, in ports, on the semi across the continent, then the

middle or last mile after the package left the fulfillment and distribution centers.The backdrop is

also the pandemic and that impact on the many logistics jobs. A lot of good information on

Amazon and what it takes to move billions of packages efficiently and profitably.A lot of great

chapters and information to digest. My favorite was the Inside Amazon’s Warehouse’s. A

fascinating and deep dive into their processes that drive serious success. Not for the faint of

heart.A book most of us should take the time to read and understand.”

Bruce Larson, “Great illustration of the path and processes of many offshore products. Many

products consumed in the U.S. are manufactured abroad. After the point of manufacture--this

is a book about logistics, not manufacturing--these products go through many steps before

they arrive at the door of the consumer. Mims does a great job showing the steps and the

intricacies of each step. Along the way, we learn about containerized shipping, berthing

container ships, moving containers at and from port, the trucking industry, Amazon's

warehouses and artificial intelligence, and how UPS handles packages and trains its

employees. I found the book engrossing from beginning to end. If you want a clear look at the

many steps that a product goes through in its travels, this is it.”

Martins O.Adegoke, “The Dynamics of international trade and commerce system.. To those

who desire to know the dynamics flow of manufacturing to transportation of goods across land,

sea and air freight networks, including the mind boggling infrastructures and software planning

systems, the sheer human capital and labor behind global supply chains and logistics from

Asian manufacturing companies to infinitely, elastic e-commerce systems and in-store retailing



that make shopping and last mile delivery happens for customers in America; Arriving Today is

one of the contemporary books that shed critical lights in this important area of International

trade and commerce. I am yet to finish reading this epic book though. Mr. Christopher Mims,

the author, writes more as a Scientist who nonetheless has proven an expert in the area of

applied science and technologies, critical underpinning of global logistics and supply chain

solutions.”

Robert Metcalf, “Love this book - 10 out of 10.. An extensive overview of America's great

supply chain problem. Wonderful told story of how goods make their way from overseas to our

front door. I've sent two copies to friends. I'd like to ready more from the author. A 10-out-of-10

rating.”

HONG WEI LEE, “Awesome book!. Started the book, currently at Chapter 6, awesome and

enticing!”

The book by Christopher Mims has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 201 people have provided

feedback.
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